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ABSTfiACT
 
The first U.S. Pharmacopeia, issued in 1820, listed
 

296 substances of animal, mineral, or vegetable origin in its primary

and secondary lists. Of these 130, nearly all of vegetable origin,

represented drugs used by American Indians. The number grew at each 

decennial revision during the 19th century, though some drugs were 

listed only for a decade. About 220 drugs of Native American use were 

listed altogether in the O.S. Pharmacopeia or the National Formulary

(which began in 1888) up to the present time. Although the number of 

such listings has declined since the advent of synthetic drugs about 

1890, it is significant that 41 new substances of American Indian 

usage .have become official since 1890. However, only 30 substances of 

Amerindian origin survived in the 17th revision of the O.S. 

Pharmacopeia in 1965. These drugs were not always used in the same 

form by Indians and whites. In the preparation of drugs, whites have 

used processes, i.e., distillation, which were not known to the 

Indians. Moreover, Indian usage of remedies has not always

corresponded with white usage. This paper presents a brief overview 

of some of the drugs borrowed by white medicine from the American 

Indians. These drugs have been grouped into: anesthetics, narcotics,

and stimulant drugs; astringents; cathartics; childbirth medicines;

febrifuges; vermifuges; emetics; poisons; antibiotics; diabetes 

remedy; and contraceptives. (Author/NQ) 	 ^
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•-•* . US DCPARTMIMT OF HEALTH.
EDUCATION I WILFAVI' . 

AMERICAN INDIAN INFLUENCE 
NATIONAL 

ON 
INSTITUTION

THE 	 IOUCATION 
TMIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRO-" .

AMERICAN PHARMACOPEIA 
OUCED EXACTLY AS RECEIVED FROM

*M«MVI.v.»»« THE iJlfUll-»VJV-iC,JJ1. 
PERSON OR ORGANIZATION ORIGIN.

ATING IT POINTS OF VIEW OR OPINIONS 
STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY REPRE-
SENTOFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTlTUTEpF
EDUCATION POSITION OR POLICY

Much of"the literature dealing with American Indian medicine focuses 


upon its shamanistic aspects. While ritual played an important part in 


American Indian curing procedure, there was also extensive use of what has 


* 	)been called rational therapy. In the latter, indigenous botanical drugs 


'played a major part, and this paper is concerned with that aspect. This re


porter is a historian without Medical expertise, and therefore renders no 


judgement of his own on the efficacy of the remedies and treatments de


scribed. . *
 

About 170 drugs which have been or still are.official in the Pharmacopeia
 

of the United States or the National Formulary were used by North- American

t ..


Indians north of Mexico, and about fifty more were used by Indians of '-the 


Caribbean region and Latin America. These drugs were not always ysed-in- the
 

same farm by Indians and whites. In the preparation of drugs, whites have 


processes, such as distillation, which were not known to the Indians. Moreover, 


Indian usa^e of remedies has not always corresponded with white usage. For a 


number of reasons, & statistical summary of the degree/ of such correspondence 


has not been undertaken' herein. With these reservations in mind, it can still 


he said 
	

that Indian acouaintance with the 
i


physiological effects of a large


number of drugs was extensive.
 

For a long time the acceptance, and even 'the serious study,' of aboriginal


drugs was resisted by the learned men of medicine and pharmacy. Many of them
 

were repelled by the "superstitious rites" which often accompanied the native
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curing procedures, and shrank from the notion that "uncivilized", people might
 

tiave something to teach them. This attitude was exhibited by Dr. Benjamin Rush, • 


in an address before the American Philosophical. Association in 1?7U, wherein he
 

said that nwe have no discoveries in the materia medica to hope for from the 


Indians ,of North America," because ''it would be -a reproach to our schools of 


physic if modem physicians were not inore successful than the Indians even in
 

the treatment of their own diseases." Dr. Rush was also of the opinion that
 
. • 2 


Indians were much less sensitive to pain than white people. His negative views
 

on Indian mediciiie were similar to those of his contemporaries, Dr. Johann David 


Schopf of Germany and the influential Scottish physician, Dr. William Cullen.
 

Because of the prevalence of such attitiides, "Indian medicine" long remained
 
/ 

\\c last resort of the explorer and frontiersman, and w^as later the adbpte.d child 

of folk medicine. Only afjber it had gone through these stages, in the course of 

.qenturies, did some "of the Indian discoveries attract the attention of scientific 

medicine. Of je^urse.many remedies, such as the over publicized snakebite cures, 

were fou»d to be of no value, but others, after a long struggle, won official 

acceptance. , . « _.__. xr.--~ *^ 
/' • '£ ^- -" *? •- ** 

/• -Sjbill, some of the most spectacular drugs were long^^Wslfited by the learned 
t / - i 

/ men qf medicine and pharmacy. Even cinchona bark and its alkaloid, fluinine, Tong 

/ suffered .from such prejudice. John U. Lloyd wrote in 1918: "In the light of its 

present supremacy and world renowned importance, the discredit and odium cast 

upon it in the early records, when its only friends were laymen, charlatans and 

semi-professional empiricists, seem not almost incomprehensible." Before 1820, 

when the first U.S. pharmacopeia appeared, Cinchona had overcome the hurdles placed 

before it, b^it several decades elapsed before Coca, the divine plant of the Incas, 

overcame similar barriers. "Notwithstanding ̂ fftn? evidence of the energy of 


coca on the 'South American Indians," wrote Ibyd, "and the identification, half a 


century ago £i.e., i860] of its now well-known alkaloid, cocaine, coca was long 


thereafter considered as physiologically inert, or as simply a mild stimulant,
 



-1-•-..'•'• ' ' 	 . • '•" ' - x • . 	\ - - . •. - « • 	 _
like tea* Its alleged properties were1 deemed legendary and imaginary, and 'its 

' 	 : ' V "
 alkaloid was regartied as similar to caffeine, both in constitution and qual


ities, until Roller, in 1881, -confounded the professional* world ,* "as well as 


that of science »/by announcing its -marvelous qualities as a local anesthetic." 


Before^ Roller's work became known, .Lloyd added, "physjcians using cocar were
 
*
 

made subjects of ridicule, as being incapable of judging a remedy's qualities;
 

pharmacists making preparations . of the drug were looked upon askance," as being
 
*X. ' ~ " 
^ concerned in'a fraud, while the natives who employed it in their daily life,
 

as well as the travelers who were impressed by what they had observed of its
 
• 


effects, were regarded as involved in Ignorance, or imbued with superstitious

3 . . . • . 


imaginings." . Coca leaves were admitted to the U.S. Pharmacopeia in 1882, but
 

cocaine did not appear there uniil 190$.
 

It would be comforting if such resistance to innovation could be charged to
 
' 	 * 
 ^--•~"^'
 

scientific caution, but there 'are those who see in it a trace of ethnocentric 


arrogance. The anthropologist Weston LaBarre has declared: /"'
 

As scientists we cannot afford the luxury of ethnocentric, snobbery /*
 

to contribute to civilization. Our civilization is in fact/i compend

iiim of such borrowings, and it is a demonstrable error,yfct) believe that
 
•' • • . •' 	 ,/ i
 

contacts 	of "higher" and "lower" cultures show benefits flowing ex
. • . . U 


clusively in one direction.
 
* 	 / '
 

< - /' ^ ' • 
' /"
 

It is only fair, however, y<5 pay tribute /' 	 t# those • •' 
 physicians who were not

/ 
/

bound by pre-conceptions, ao6 who recognised what was valid in the aboriginal 


materia medica. Dr. Benjamin S. Barton,/cf the 'medical faculty of the\University
 

of Pennsylvania,* decided in 1798 that it was "obvious, t'aat the Indians of
 
/ ' "* 


North America are iii possession o^Xa number of active and important remedies."
 
/ 	 /' '
 

While colicedins that Indians dia not always apply their remedies with'Vjudgemenk 
if • 

and 	discernment, r anc rejectitig some of them, such as snakebite cures, he added: 



ISiSili
 
t,
 

"What treasures of medicine nay not be expected from'a people, who Although 


destitute of the lights of science, have discovered the properties of some 


of tKq. most.inestimable medicines; with which we are acquainted?" Barton
 
, - s. «


**••-. 


wrote a treatise, on sixty indigenous plant remedies and turned the interest 


of his students in that direction. Fourteen of them published dissertations 


on native remedies and practices.-


Ih 1863 Dr. C. A. Canfield rof Monterey, California, brought professional 


notice to Grindelia, an aboriginal remedy for the skin eruptions caused by
 
t.
 

poison ivy. Dr. J. H. Bundy, also a Californian, in the l8?0s brought to pro


fessional attention three Indian drugs which soon won Official acceptance: 


Cascara sagrada (Rhamnus purshiana.), a noted cathartic, Oregon grape (Berberia 


aqui£oliun), a tonic, and Yerba santa (Eriodictyon californicum), an expectorant 


used-ln respiratory ailments. Dr. Harlow Brooks (1871-1936), who studied Ojibwa » 


and Navajo medicine, Dr. Ales Hrdlic^ka (lS6°.-19lt3), who reported on the medical 


practice of southwestern tribes, and Dr. Eric Stone (1892- ), the first physician 


to write a book on American Indian medicine, all deserve mention/for their en


lightened attitude. -, • .
 

It is not here contended that Indians used scientific methods of experiment 


and reasoning in adopting remedies and treatment. No one maintains that American
 
*
 

Indian medicine, with the possible exception of obstetric practice, was more 


rational than that of Europe at the time of the discovery of the New World. 


Whether it was less so may be a debatable question. Although sixteenth century 


medicine was on the threshold of tremendous progress, iC was still filled with 


such untested theories as the Galenic humors, and shared with primitive nedicine 


the doctrine of signatures. Until the nineteenth'century it was much addicted 


to bleeding and the copious use of cathartics.
 

The number of Indian simples which has been pronounced worthless is perhaps 


not greater^than the number found in early European works on materia medica
 

which have long since been rejected. (rraterial on top of next page is con

tinuation of this paragraph)
 



corpse, While the Aztecs used such substances as decomposed excrement, and menstrual
. 
' , •'* ' '~ . •• " ' . ' < 

herbs, the Pharmacopeia Londir.ensis of 1618 included munaajr
 blood, along with their 

dust, human and pigeon excrement, stag's peni^, and unicorn's horn.' In the eighteent
h 


oil of scorpions^ troches of
 century, the materia medica of Herman Boerhaave included 

vipers, crab's eyes, and dragon's blood. The foregoing reads like a list bf ing
red

- ' i
 
origin of penicillin, it is hardly the 
ients for a witches brew, but in view of the 

obnoxious substances. 
business of a layman to weigh the therapeutic value of seemingly 

However, it seems obvious that some of the aforementioned substances were list
ed for
 

i
 

mythological reasons. Unfortunately the Aztecs, deprived of the benefits of Eu
ropean 


civilisation,, were unaware of the existence of dragons-and unicorns.
 

era of scientific medicine, with its spectaovlar achievements in 
In the present 

conquests, surgery, organ transplants, "miracle drug?-," and other folk and aboriginal 


have lost their old halo, and the former exploitation by charlatans of the
 
' medicine \ 

and image of the Indian as a healer has served to obscure those discoveries contributions
 

generally known.that
 of prinitive medicine which have' won scientific favor. It is not 
• ' , , , s 


as Indian medicine in the old time medicine shows
 the worthless nostrums which passed 
. x


were in fact the inventions o'f white promoters and that some of the most valuable
 

/ l '• 

drugs in official use originated with the Indians.
 

^\ ' '' 
••With this rijitro'duction we. proceed to a brief overview of some of the drugs
 

borrowed by white medicine from the American Indians.
 

Anesthetics, narcotics, and stimulant drugs. William E. Safford rescued the Indian 
*


V 	

ago. 
 Many drugs of this
contribution to this group from obscurity about sixty years 

class were described in the forgotten works of the sixteenth century writer 
Bernardino 


and early forms of what was 
de Sahagun. The daturas, coca, tobacco, cohoba, peyotl, 

later called LSD are included in these accounts. Because the so-called "mind
 expanding" 


with the younger set,- books 

drugs have become such a fad in recent years, especially 

dealing with these substances, such as those of Carlos Castaneda, are guaran
teed best 


term l! drugs, M in the popular mind, 
• 	 sellers. An unfortunate result has been that the 

has been_narrowed to signify narcotics only.
 

6
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The daturas, of ancient usage among many Indians, served other purposes be
•4
 

sides the inducement of hallucinations, Parts of datura plants have been used *
 
• ' v ' '•
 

in both Indian and white medicine not only as a* anodynef but externally in
 
•* *• » . • < 
plasters and lotions. The most celebrated aboriginal anesthetic, of course-, is"
 

% 

the coca, source of the alkaloid cocaine, which has been discussed^ above.
 

Astringents. The native.materia medica commonly included leaves, fl'owera,
 
» 	 «
 

fruits, barks, seeds, or roots used for their astringent effect in diarrhea,
 

hemorrhage, sore, mouth, and other disorders requiring such a specific. Roots of
 
«
 

Wild geranium (Geranium maculaturn) ware used externally as a styptic, and intern


ally against diarrhea in bdth Indian and white medicine. Senecio aureus, or 


squaw root^ is another aboriginal hemostatic, while Goldenseal (Hydrastis cana-


densis) and Cold thread (Coptis trifolia) have been used in thrush, or sore 


mouth. Goldenseal was once a celebrated remedy for sere eyes.' A!}.1 of these have 


been official drugs at various times.
 

Cathartics. Some of the most widely used cathartic'drugs.were, obtained
 

from the Indians. Cascara sagrqda (Rhamnus purshiana) and May apple root .
 
• 	 • f 


(Podophyllum peltatun) are two of the better known members of this group which
 

are still in use. Two once popular drugs of this class, mechoacan and jalap/ 


were obtained from the Mexican Indians, the former was mentioned by Honardes
 
* 	 i
 

.in 	the Sixteenth century and was listed in the pharmacopeia of London IA 1618.
* •' 


Jalap, obtained from a tuberous root^ is an ancient aboriginal remedy Which
 

was mentioned in the Badianus manuscript of 1552. It became a panacea among 


white practitioners from John Wesley, the evangelist, to Dr. Benjamin Rush,
 
i
 

and 	beyond. ^
 

Childbirth medicines. While Europeans held to the superstitious belief 


that i.t was wrong to protect women from the judgement 'pronounced upon Eve in 


the Garden of Eden, Indians used numerous medicines to ease and hasten de


livery in childbirth. Two of them were eventually adopted into the U.S. pharma


copeia and used for the same, purpose. One was corn snutt (Ustilago zeae), used'
 
7'
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by the Zuni in the sane way that ergot was used in white medicine, and 


cotton root bark, used by the Alabamas and Xoasatis to make a tea for 


> women in labor. Both of these drugs have also been used by the two races 


as ewnenagogues. 
*•
 

Febrifuges. The greatest of all botanical fever drugs, the anti-malarial 


cinchona bark, from which quinine is, extracted, was a discovery of South^ 


American Indians, though it may not have been used by the advanced Incas.
 

'Because some of the early hlstocy of cinchona has been wrapped in myth oT
 
\ 


mystery, some writers have hesitated to grant Indians the credit for the
 

discovery of it, but several authorities have marshalled imposing evidence 


of aboriginal use of this remedy. H. H. Scott asserted that a Jesuit mission-.
 

ary <at Loxa, Peru, was cured of an intermittent fever in 1600 by the cinchona
 
7 - 

bark he received from an Indian chief.
 
•
 

North American tribes also had numerous febrifuges, many of them of 


acknowledged efficacy, though said to be of lesser strength than cinchona. 


The dogwood bark (Cornus florida) used by several tribes and containing
 

properties similar to cinchona, was long,rused as a substitute for it, as
 

/ 

was the bark of yellow poplar (Liriodenqron tulipifera) and the herb of /
 

boneset (Eupatorimn perfoliatunt). All became official drugs. /
 
s~ ' 


m
 

Vermifuges. For a century and a half the most widely used worm medicine 


in this country was probably the pulverized root of the pinkroot (Spigelia
 
^
 

marilandica), a discovery of the Cherokee Indians. Wormseed or Jerusalem oak 


(Cheaopodiujn ambrosioides) which, despite its name, is an American plant, • 


Vias used as a vermifuge by the Natchez, and probably also by the Mayas. 


The Ojibwa-vermifuges were the boiled or steeped roots of wild plum (Prunus 


americana), wild cherry (Prunus serotina), and horsemint (Monarda mollis). '
 

Emetics. The South American ipecac is still esteemed for this purpose. 


It is obtained from the bark of Cephaelis ipecacuanlha, a tree of the Braz-


iliai>rain V\ forest, and1 its use against 8
 amebic dysentery was learned from the
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.natives by William Hso. Its alkaloid derivative, emetine, is still used for
 

-the sane purpose. Ipecac has been used as both an erotic and a laxative and
 
s 


was once used in the treatment of hepatitis. A well known emetic of the North
 

American Indians which was adopted in official evedicine is blood root, 


(Sangujnaria canadensis). One of Dr. B. S. Barton's 
t, 

students, 
.... ___.
 

William Downey, • •
 

wrote his dissertation on this drug in 1803, /
 

Poisons. Perhaps the most famous of American Indian toxic drugs is.- the
 

South American arrow poison, curare, prepared from an aqueous extract of
 
*
 \


St.rychnos toxifera^ and related plants. Though harmless when taken*'internally, 


it is fatal when it penetrates into the blood stream through a wound. Alexander 


von Humboldt, while at Esraeralda on- the Orinoco, observed the preparation of
 
•4
this substance, which he said was "employed in war, in the chase, and singularly
 

enough, as a remely for gastric derangements."
 

\An enormous literature has gcewn up about this substance, During the nine


teenth century, European physicians began to experiment with curare to cure 


muscle spasms or paralysis in cases of .tetanus, epilepsy, chorea, and rabies.
 
fl~
 

Many patients were lost because of the difficulty of standardizing the drug and
 

determining a safe dosage that would not stop S respiration. Since then further
• 
progress has been made, so that curare and its by-products are used safely for 

several purposes. It has been used to stimulate the central nervous system in 

anesthesia, in abdominal surgery, 
/

in shook therapy, convulsive therapy, muscle 

spasm, and poliomyelitis, as well as in Parkinson's disease and tetanus. Dr. 
•* —
 

K, B. Thomas stated that it "has achieved an established place in anesthesia,
 
8. 


from which it is not likely to be displaced for some time." With the development
 

of a standardized preparation, Dr. A. R. Mclntyre found, the clinical use of
 

curare rapidly increased. He reported that it provided complete muscular relax
• 
 ,.


ation without the use of excessively deep anesthesia. Its main use was in abdominal
 
9 


and thoracic surgery. * Curare has also been- used in a patented tapeworm remedy. ,

-^ 

Curare,, as reagent, was official in the U.S. Pharmacopeia, 1°16-19£0. The compound 

9 
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drug; tucocurarine chloride, has been official since 1Q5>0.
 

Antibiotics. It is possible that some Indians may have stumbled upon the
 

working principle of antibiotics, although they .were unaware of how and why

\ 	 

the desired results were obtained. This is suggested in the following eighteenth
 

century account, bjr John Lawson:
 

i We had a Planter, in Carolina who had got an Ulcer in his Leg, which • / 


had troubled him a great many Years; at'last he applied himself to *.• '
 

• one of these Indian Conjurers, who was a Pamticough Indian. • . v
 

, HOW, I an not positive whether he washed the Ulcer with any thing • •
 

before he used what I am now going to speak of, which was nothing but
 
t 


the rotten, doated Grains jof Indian Corn, beaten to a Powder and the
 

soft Down growing on a Turkey's Rump. This Dried the Ulcer, up. 


• \ Immediately, and no other Fontanel was made to discharge the Matter,
 

he 	remaining a healthful Man till the time he h^id the Misfortune to »
 
10 ' ,


be drowned, which was- many Years after.
 

Along similar lines, Franz Boas reported that the Kwakiutls drew out boils
 

and swellings by applying to them a soft and sliny fungus called "rotten on the __
 
11 • ^ •'•*' 


ground." Another possibly antibiotic treatment was reported amottg the Chicka

saws by John R. Swanton. Dirt'from the top of an old grave-was heated and applied
 
12 


to sores in an ailment called "burning 	ghost disease."
 

Diabetes reriedy. Dr. Frederick Banting, discover of insulin, searched for 


an Indian herbal remedy for diabetes, and pl-anned to write a book on Indian and 


Eskimo medicine.'Death *prevented completion of this work, but the discovery of 


oral remedies for diabetes in the 19hOs was preceded by medical notice of the
 

effective use of devil's club1 (Fatsia horrid a) for this purpose by Indians of
 
lit . " 


• British Coltimbia. ' •
 

Contraceptives. Indian drugs which were used to suppress ovulation and ,,control 


the menstrual cycle started researchers on the TOad which led to "the pill." Par


ticular notice was drawn to Stoneseed (Lithospema rudersle), used by Shoshonean
 

•-..". 10 - .
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Indians of Nevada, which was tested on laboratory 
, 
rats and found effective.
 

* , "* . ' ' * • -

Yet as late as 1936 Norman £.' Mines pronounced a Cherokee'oral contraceptive

•* • . "
 

(Cicuta raaculalya) as useless, not on the basis of laboratory tests, but on

t 

the ground that nno drug has yet been discovered which, when taken by mouth,
16 • ' 

will induce temporary sterility." ' 

Other achievements. Were it not for the limits of this paper, we might 

relate dbha:little known medical achievements of the American Indians, such 

as.Cartier's account of Indian knowledge of the cause and cure of scurvy, 
- . 

^ 
than 

- ,
two hundred years before James Lindj their understanding of the more 

nee-d for isolation of patients with infectious diseases, their knowledge of 

asepsis, their rational procedures in childbirth, their-use of'syringes «nd 

treatment their invention of the enema bulb and tube, their great success in 

of wounds, burns, and fractures, and their sanitary practices. However, in

formation on all of this is available to those who wish to look. 

Summary and Conclusions " *
 

of
The first U.S. Pharmacopeia, issued in 1820, listed 2?6 substances 
/ • * , 


lists." Of
 animal, mineral, or vegetable origin jn its primary and secondary 

these, 130, nearly all of vegetable origin, represented drugs used by Amer


ican Indians. The number grew at'each decennial revision during the nine


teenth century, though some drugs were listed only for a decade. As previously 


noted, about 220 drugs of native African use were listed altogether .in the 


IBP or the National Formulary (which began in 1888) up to the present time. 


Although the number.o£ such listing has declined since .the advent of synthetic 


drugs about 1890, it is significant that forty-one new substances]of American 


Indian usage have become official since 1690. However, only thirty substances 


of Amerindian origin survived in the seventeegth revision of the U.S. Pharma


copeia in 1965.
 

Saveral reasons have been given for the decline of botanical drugs, in- , 


is
 eluding the Indian plant medicines which won official acceptance. While it 

11 ,
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held that soae of the*, such as ginseng aid perhaps sassafras, should 
„,,....," '^ ' " ,'"' "•'•'.-""* '•" » '" • -' • • 

" •-'---— havr been listed; at all,, that fact-does not appear to explain the precip- _ 

itate decline-* Much «ore taportant* it appears fro* the literature, has been the 

jievelopHen'f of organic chemistry. The Molecular nature of the active principles ., 

-in plants can be learned in the laboratory, and the desired molecular structure 

is reproduced synthetically. . ' .•
' • t • • • . • <••.-

Other reasons which are give*TTor the decline of bVtanicals are the diffi


culty of standardizing vegetable drugs, due to uneven strength of different 


. samples/ the natural obstacles to ̂ cultivation of -some wild drug plants, the
 

collection of wrong species by careless collectors, the practice of.adulteration,
 
' «• • . • •' * 


the fact that some drugs are at maximum strength only when'collected during a
 

certain brief season, that they often lose strength in Storage, that some wild 


plants have become scarce due to over-collecting, and that some have undesirable 


side effects. " .
 

In conclusion, however, it seems fair to say that the American -Indians have 


nade some pharmacological contributions worthy of our respect, and that recog
* " »
 

nition of this fact is long overdue. •»
 

-end

(notes follow)
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